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Founded in 1994, OPPEIN is China’s No.1 kitchen and customized home décor brand, and the world's 
largest cabinetry manufacturer. We design and manufacture high-quality kitchens, wardrobes, bespoke 
home furniture, bathroom products, interior doors, aluminum windows & doors and home furnishing, 
capable of offering one-stop home décor products and solutions. Output and sales of kitchen cabinet 
reached 830 thousand sets, ranking No.1 in the kitchen industry.

ABOUT OPPEIN

The global project business is another importance we attach to. We cooperate closely with builders, 
developers, contractors, and architects to develop different types of residential and commercial business; 
up to now, we have completed over 10,000 real estate projects around the globe, including some 
significant local landmark projects. 

In 2021, OPPEIN's sales turnover reached USD 3.14 billion, havrvesting its consecutive 28th years of 
growth. Output and sales of cabinets reached 6 million sets, ranking No.1 in the cabinetry industry.
Our products have been exported to 118 countries and regions, and the total market value of OPPEIN 
exceeded 100 billion yuan (USD 15.3 billion) in March 2021.

In overseas markets, what sets us apart from our competitors is our Italy design, European quality, 
one-stop whole-house products & solutions, and reliable local services.

OPPEIN takes great pride in its extensive franchise distribution system. We have a productive showroom 
operation model and thoughtful support policies to help the franchisees win. Currently, we have a 
remarkable number of over 7,200 franchise showrooms worldwide to serve local retail businesses.  

We achieve this through our unceasing striving for perfection, and the passion to satisfy an individual’s 
needs for better home décor. Our vision is to make OPPEIN a modern, innovative company respected 
and loved by the people, held in the highest esteem in China, and emulated around the world.

Where there is home and love, there OPPEIN is.

Guangzhou Headquarter

Qingyuan Factory

Wuxi Factory

Tianjin Factory

Chengdu Factory

Wuhan Factory
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Guangzhou Headquarter1

Established in 1994, with 444,000m�

Tianjin Factory2

Established in 2011, with 335,100m�

3

Established in 2015, with 519,400m�

Wuxi Factory 4

Established in 2017, with 989,300m�

Qingyuan Factory

5 Chengdu Factory
Established in 2019, with 496,000m�

6 Wuhan Factory
Under construction, with 507,000m�
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WIDEST RANGE OF PRODUCT CATEGORIES 
With one of the widest range of customized kitchen and home furnishing product lines in the 
world, OPPEIN is able to offer whole-house customization solution, rather than units or cabinets, 
which brings customers not only the harmonious style, but also huge efficiency improvement 
and significant cost-effectiveness.

6 Product Categories
-Kitchen cabinet
-Wardrobe & Integrated furniture 
-Bathroom products &  Vanity
-Interior door
-Metal door & window
-Other home furniture 

Bedroom

Walk-in Closet
Bathroom

Dining Area

Kitchen

Entrance

Function Room

Living Room

Balcony

Children’s Room

One Stop to Customize Your Home
From design to manufacture, OPPEIN provides one-stop solution for home customization.
Whole-house furnishing to get every cabinets and furniture you need in 9 space of a home.

ENDLESS DESIGN POSSIBILITY 
OPPEIN’s kitchens and customized furniture come in the greatest number of 
materials and colors. The door materials, door styles and colors, thoughtfully 
selected by our design team, enable us to create infinite design possibilities 
and meet various preferences, budgets and segments.

-Solid wood
-Wood veneer
-Metal foil
-Glass
-Lacquer
-Acrylic
-PVC/PP thermofoil
-High pressure laminate(HPL)
-Melamine

-Flat
-Raised
-Recessed
-Bullnose
-Cathedral
-Shaker

-Wood Grain
-Matt
-High gloss

9  Door Materials 100+  Door Styles

200+  Colors
-Traditional
-Modern
-Minimalist
-Country/Transitional
-Cottage (shaker)
-Industrial

6  Design Styles



SECRET GARDEN
1 to 1 professional service, to create your ideal home!  

Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 

home furnishing products.

KITCHEN
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FANTASY
Professional service, to create your ideal home!  Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional home
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Magic Q IV is designed based on the needs of young generation, post-90s generation 

in particular. More creative and practical functions are added to it for the sake of comfort 

and convenience, epitomizing the spirit of pragmatism.

Both its social functions and visual appeals are fully developed in this kitchen. 

It can be adapted for any forms of gatherings and social activities, 
catering to a new living style among young people. 

MAGIC Q IV
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SHAKER DOOR
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Golden oak grain coupled with matte plain stone texture, creates 

a warm look for the house, add a touch of sophistication and elegance. 

The company of a good kitchen can restore your mind to tranquility 

and sedateness.

Our relentless pursuit of modernism and minimalism in design, is a tribute 

to Gluck's attitude towards his music. That is to stay true and simple.

GLUCK
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BRESSANON
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Feel the coolness of midnight gray. OPPEIN Kitchen - Shades features a blend of light and 
shade to provide an elegant texture. 

LIGHT & SHADOW
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Under cabinet lightings provide adequate illumination and a sense of luxury. Matte �nishes 
and golden handles contribute to the elegant appearance of the cabinet. In addition, the 
removable sliding shelves are perfect for storing sauces, keeping them within easy reach 
when cooking. 



TURANDOT
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Moma
With the state-of-the-art 45° edge-cutting craftsmanship, 
this handleless kitchen re�ects a minimalist lifestyle. 
The high ribbed glass fronts bring not only a touch to the 
space, but also showcase the contents elegantly. On the 
right, the electrical appliances are hidden behind the 
walnut fronts concisely. Equipped with Australia-made 
Eclipse sliding door system and when pulled out, the 
walnut sliding doors can be concealed and discreetly 
integrated into the wall.
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The design idea is drawn from Swan Lake by Tschaikovsky. 

As a ballerina in white dress, with her black veil, enters 
a moonlit clearing in the forest, there she dances and rises 

like a magni�cent swan in �ight. 

SWAN LAKE

People who live in the teeming city now tend to seek a simpler 
and happier life, clinging to "Back to nature, back to origin" 

living philosophy. Nicaea is the type of kitchen that every family 
desires. The antique and delicate solid wood leads you closer to 

nature, bringing you back to the old times, and casting an air of 
gentility and elegance to your house.

NICAEA
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MODERN TIMES
Super high UV door panel combined  with aluminum frame glass door, 
creates a high-end atmosphere.

WARDROBE
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POST-MINIMALISM
The powder spraying lacquer process is used to create a sand texture, 
and the built-in metal handle is used to show the modern entry luxury style.
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CHRIS
Chris series is born for the simple and fashionable style of 
custom furniture. Considerring the fashionable consumers, 
the design uses simple narrow frame and ink & sand texture 
materials to create a simple yet fashionable style.
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GLIMMER
Glimmer selects elegant neutral colors, keeps up with fashion trends, decorates with metal elements, 
natural and extreme, clean geometric shapes,  simple and elegant!
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BruceStars

Orlando Eiffel
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CAESAR

VANITY

The Minimalism style is embodied in walnut appearance with golden handle 
and countertop made from cool quartz stone. Beautiful solution: thanks to 
the glass door units, very things are easy to view and access. 
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The open-mounted shelving system can be designed in 
various dimensions to ensure a homely ambience, which is 
further emphasized by concrete-look surfaces in dark grey.

Free floating elements and blue color matching are the 
wow factors of JACER bathroom. The interior organization 
impress with it’s surface opened cabinet. 

JACER
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HERA
This is how beautiful storage space solutions in the 
bathroom can be. The simple look and also the 
cabinet appearance in various shades of walnut units 
cultivate a clean, urban style in the bathroom.

Clean fronts in matte grey and white, makes a 

timeless combination in bathroom appearance. 

The interior organization impresses with its integrated 

drawer, small but offer good classification function.

VERONA
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Cecile

Ashtar

Lake Baikal

Friesen
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INTERIOR DOOR

Doors shall be integrated with your overall interior style and enhance the beauty of your surroundings.
We have a lot of door patterns to select from, and door material ranges from solid wood, lacquer, PVC,
melamine or unfinished surface. Meanwhile, we offer different door core choices, including solid wood,
tubular core, MDF and particle board blocks.

YDZ019
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YDY007
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YDZ009
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YDQ004

YDA104

YDZ014
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YDR005YDY017

YDB110YDX003
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EFD88(NA18005) 
Suitable for: Villa balconies, high-end high-rise residential balconies, street shops, interior partitions.

ALUMINUM DOORS 
& WINDOWS

Frame width: 88mm, Main material thickness: 2.0mm.
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Suitable for: All kinds of residential terrace doors, utility room doors, etc.

EOD65(NA18001)

Frame width: 65mm, main material thickness: 2.0mm.

Suitable for: Beach house, high-rise, villa high-end balcony patio doors etc..

SSD148(NA18014) 

Frame width: 148mm, main material thickness: 2.0mm.

Suitable for: Beach house, high-rise, villa high-end balcony patio doors etc..

SSD148(NA18014) 

Frame width: 148mm, main material thickness: 2.0mm.
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Suitable for: Balcony patio doors, balcony partitions, closed balconies (only for some regions) etc..

CSD138(NC19050)

Pro�le width: 138mm; pro�le thickness: 1.4mm;

Suitable for: Bedroom windows, closed balconies, balcony partitions, etc..

COW88A(NC19048)

Pro�le width: 88mm, pro�le thickness: 1.4-1.6mm.
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NORDIC
1 to 1 professional service, to create your ideal home!  
Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 
home furnishing products.

Kitchen space: Reasonable design makes the whole cooking process becomes simple 

and ef�cient relaxed. The classic tone of black, white and gray with neutral wood timber 

color makes calm. 

Entrance area is not only a shoes cabinet, 

It’s also showcase area, dressing area, storage 

cabinet and so on. Get ready for work, put 

your jackets on and off, come home and 

welcome gusts. There’s always something 

going on here.
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Kitchen

Entrance

WHOLE-HOUSE 



The living room is dominated by gray, timber, green 

color and cold metal color to create a modern style.

The black metal and the transparent glass with green, 

natural wood timber color of the TV cabinets , shows 

amazing mix and match glamour. 

The attractive visually transparent walk in closet is adopted to make the entire space swell, 

preventing the small and shrinking area. The glass door are used for folding, changing quilts, 

storage and other items, etc.
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Living Room

Wardrobe



The concise space uses a small amount of warm wood grain to make it warmer, 

more peaceful and quiet ambience. The neat wood grain color and white expand 

the spaciousness of the room; the custom-made double bed strengthens the 

continuity of the space, promoting a uni�ed coordination, also has more storage 

space.

The wall-mounted bathroom cabinet can not only effectively isolate the moisture 

on the ground, but also make it easier to clean. It is more convenient to take items 

with the pull-out drawer; the dark wood texture is well decorated. 
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Bedroom

Bathroom



COZY
1 to 1 professional service, to create your ideal home!  
Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 
home furnishing products.
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Kitchen
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Bedroom
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Living Room

Bathroom



EMMA
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Kitchen
Dining Room

1 to 1 professional service, to create your ideal home!  

Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 

home furnishing products.
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Bedroom
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Living Room

Bathroom



LUCAS
1 to 1 professional service, to create your ideal home!  

Offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 

home furnishing products.
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Kitchen
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Wardrobe

Bedroom
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Living Room

Bathroom
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JADE
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AMELIA



JAMES
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HERB
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MANDHELING
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STAR KING
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SOFA TABLE AND CHAIR

HOME FURNISHING
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BED NIGHT STAND / MATTRESS
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CURTAIN

Bl1001

Bl1005 Bl1007 Bl1017

Bl1024 Bl1029 Bl1032

Furnish Your Dream, 

Shape Your Home
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